
AN ESSAY ON THE TRAGEDY OF ROMEO AND JULIET BY WILLIAM

SHAKESPEARE

Free Essay: The Tragedy of Romeo and Juliet by William Shakespeare The reference to Romeo and Juliet as 'star
crossed lovers' hints that Romeo and Juliet .

Friar Lawrence: "Young men's love then lies Not truly in their hearts but in their eyes. The play is about two
rich families during a long feud. However, one accepts fate to be taking place in The Tragedy of Romeo and
Juliet, clearly certain events are taking place, and they do not occur as a result of direct conscience decisions
by the characters. It makes the audience contemplate whether Romeo and Juliet were ever truly in love and if
Rosaline had ever shown an interest in Romeo would he have felt the same way about her as well. Mercutio is
a friend of Romeo, one of the main characters. Romeo and Juliet is a sad love story with feuding families, the
Capulets and the Montagues. In Romeo and Juliet by William Shakespeare, teenagers Romeo Montague and
Juliet Capulet, the son and daughter of long-time rival families fall desperately in love with each other at first
sight. This show how love goes beyond all boundaries of hardship and is everlasting because Romeo was
willing to take his own life to be with the one he loved even though she was not dead Throughout the story
they hide their love from other people especially their families and marry and when Romeo is banished for
murder they conceive a plan to run off together. Instead the blame has gone partly to their two families who
have had an ancient feud between one another, if it was not for this Tybalt and Juliet would not of died and
Romeo not exiled from Verona. To accompany love, Shakespeare writes about hate, and with haste he
includes deliberation. What makes the story of Romeo and Juliet such a tragedy are the various decisions
made by the characters of the play such as Romeo. A run away together. Friar Laurence has made many
mistakes one of them is that he had sent the message of his plan to Romeo too late therefore Romeo did not
get it on time and did not know of friars plan friar Laurence should of though of this, way in advance and tried
to send the message earlier. Among the lessons of love and hate in this play, this message, that we cannot
always control what happens to us proves to be very important and relevant. Lord and Lady Capulet 's
explosive anger and selfishness alienate Juliet, teaching how a lack of sensible guidance leads to impetuous
choices. Friar Laurence is just like the nurse but he shows his love to Romeo, as friar Laurence is a priest he is
very wise and generous. Juliet is a juvenile Capulet not quite 14 years old; she is tender, faithful, obeys her
parents and thinks for herself By incorporating many different dualities into his writing, Shakespeare
differentiates his readers the true emotions and identity of every single one of his characters. Unaware that by
reading the list his life will dramatically change, Romeo reads the list and the thankful servant invites him to
the prestigious. Prologue: "From forth the fatal loins of these two foes. To accompany love, Shakespeare
writes about hate, and with haste he includes deliberation. Fate, however, intervenes causing Romeo to take
his life before Juliet awakens, thus also resulting in the suicide of Juliet. This tragic drama narrates the life of
two rivaling families -Capulet and Montague- and their two children who fall in love. These events of fate
have an immeasurable effect on the characters and story, ranging from the prologue to the very end.
Shakespeare creates the conflict through his language. This conveys to the reader that no matter what actions
Romeo and Juliet take the course of the play, their destinies remain doomed. These tragedies help shape the
plot of the play. In the time of Shakespeare, his plays would have been performed during the day, using
natural light from the open centre of the theatre. His canon contains thirty-seven plays, written in the late
sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. Romeo and Juliet is a famous love story but it stands out compared
to other love stories.


